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MODULAR TI BUTTS
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ForTitude's Modular Ti Butts are constructed from solid military grade titanium and
high-yield alloys, for unmatched toughness and strength-to-weight ratios.
Impervious-to-corrosion in saltwater, delivering inheritable performance and lifetime
maintenance-free durability.
The first of 3 patent pending connectors can instantly swaps-out rod blanks in
seconds if a guide breaks or you simply want to use a lighter/heavier rod. The second,
a patent pending “Lock & Load” reel connection allows reels to be instantly snapped
on-and-off like an ammunition magazine. An adaptor connects to the reel foot which
is then snapped on. Eliminated, is loose or slipping handles, constant rinsing & cleaning, fusing & cracking of inferior aluminum ferrules, threading, nuts and hoods.
Third, is the handle connector that allows for extensive and instantaneous fish
on-the-line customization. Assembly takes seconds with a simple push & twist insuring hold and locking. Keep things sporting by swapping-out handles and instantly go
from a “curved” or “straight butt” to a stand-up “short-butt” without interrupting the
fight.

F EAT U RES :

Removable tapered butt-donuts firmly secure butts in rod holders. With or without a
donut, sleeker more efficiently designed handles have incredible uniform strength
characteristics, they are easier to maneuver and they allow handles to fit comfortably
under one’s arm while fishing, setting, transporting or maintaining the rod. No more
1970’s era bulky aluminum or cheap plastic butts.

» Affordable titanium technology
» 200% stronger than stainless
» 45% lighter than stainless
» Impervious to corrosion
» Sleek efficient design
» Instant Lock & Load reel seat (patene pending)
» Fish-on exchangeable handle (p.p)
» Modular rod blank connector (p.p)
» Inheritable durability
» Maintenance-free
» Lifetime warranty
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MODULAR TI BUTTS

SPECS

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

CLASS

DIA

LENGTH

MSRP

MTB 1

Fortitude Std Straight-Short Ti Butt

4-50 lb

1”

17

$149.99

MTB 2

Fortitude Std Straight Ti Butt

4-50 lb

1”

19.5

$159.99

MTB 3

Fortitude Std Curved-Short Ti Butt

4-50 lb

1”

19.75

$189.99

MTB 4

Fortitude Std Curved Ti Butt

4-50 lb

1”

26.75

$199.99

MTB 5

Fortitude Hvy Straight-Short Ti Butt

50-Unlimited

1.25”

17.75

$239.99

MTB 6

Fortitude Hvy Straight Ti Butt

50-Unlimited

1.25”

23

$249.99

MTB 7

Fortitude Hvy Cuved-Short Ti Butt

50-Unlimited

1.25”

22.75

$269.99

MTB 8

Fortitude Hvy Curved Ti Butt

50-Unlimited

1.25”

28

$279.99
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